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1 Lionel modern O gauge 39227 double door automobile boxcar three pack and 39203 6464 series X boxcar three pack. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

2 Lionel modern O gauge I Love state boxcars in original boxes. Four cars include 29902 Iowa, 29903 Missouri, 29900 
Wisconsin, and 29901 Kentucky. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

3 11 Lionel modern O gauge tank cars in original boxes including 19628 Lion Oil plated, 26118 New York Central, 19636
Hooker, 19635 US Army, 19626 Diamond Chemical, 17919 Koppers, 26135 Whirlpool, 19627 Shell plated, 17918
Southern, and 19625 Ethyl. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line.
Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and
inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

4 Lionel modern O gauge  hoppers in original boxes. Seven cars include 17155 Shell, 17171 Lionel, 17156 Pressureaide,
17015 Corning with damaged box, 17016 17157 Wonder Bread, and 17154 Alberta. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time. 

5 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas freight cars in original boxes. 10 cars include 36207 Vapor boxcar, 26753 presents
dump car, 26125 Christmas tank car, 26743 Reindeer stock car, 52254 Department 56 Holiday gondola, 19998 2001
boxcar, 19888 Musical boxcar, 26752 Christmas aquarium car, 36095 Santa animated gondola, and 19491 Christmas vat
car. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will
likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel
and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

6 Lionel modern O gauge boxcars in original boxes. Five cars include 17274 Soo Line, 17273 DT&I, 17272 Railbox, 36210
Burlington, and 36211 Golden West. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel
product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

7 Lionel modern O gauge 17170 General Mills / Gold Medal / Betty Crocker promotional hopper in original box. Tough car
to find. Box is slightly distressed on one end. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

8 Lionel modern O gauge PS-5 gondolas in original boxes. Four cars include 17426 Maine Central, 17415 Frisco, 17425
Western Maryland, 17414 Nickel Plate. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel
product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

9 Lionel modern O gauge 40-ton stock cars in original boxes. Four cars include 17703 New York Central, 17702 Canadian
Pacific, 17701 Rio Grande, and 17700 Union Pacific. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

10 Lionel modern O gauge hoppers, ore cars, and gondolas, in original boxes. Seven cars include 26748 Texas and Pacific
operating hopper, 17416 Delaware and Hudson gondola, 17804 Union Pacific ore car, 17805 Canadian Pacific ore car,
16454 Bethlehem Steel hopper, 17159 Norfolk and Western hopper, and 17158 Conrail hopper. The contents of this lot is
part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on
the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is 
generally C8-9 with light run time.
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11 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in original boxes. 26763 exploding boxcar, 26770 Wabash
operating brakeman car, 26794 Pacific Fruit Express operating ice car, 26765 Sheriff and Outlaw car, 26762 Minuteman
car, and 19490 Libby’s vat car. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

12 Four Lionel modern O gauge bay window cabooses in original boxes including 17663 New York Central, 17632 CSX,
17634 Delaware and Hudson, and 17631 Virginian. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

13 Lionel modern O gauge extended vision cabooses in original boxes. Four cars include 17627 Chesapeake and Ohio, 17628
BNSF, 17629 Santa Fe, and 17630 Union Pacific. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

14 Lionel modern O gauge Chicagoland Lionel Railroad Club Chicago and Northwestern hoppers in original boxes. Includes
52215 yellow and 52216 green. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

15 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars with auto loads. Seven cars include 26035 flat with WLLC helicopter, 26013 flat with
zamboni, 36090 flat with Pepsi van, 17563 flat with Santa Fe Ford trucks, 17560 flat with Route 66 sedans, 29414 Evans
Auto loader, and 17559 flat with route 66 sedans. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

16 Lionel modern O gauge boxcars and reefers in original boxes. Six cars include 17268 Chesapeake and Ohio boxcar with
die cast frame, 17269 Western Maryland 9464 boxcar with die cast frame, 17270 Baltimore and Ohio 9464 boxcar with die
cast frame, 19555 Swift reefer, 19556 Swift reefer in silver, and 17271 The Rock boxcar. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the 
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally 
C8-9 with light run time.

17 Lionel modern O gauge operating freight cars in original boxes. Eight cars include 26751 Chessie dump car, 26749 Alaska
log dump car, 26766 USPS Priority Mail Operating boxcar, 26754 operating welding flat car, 26745 Lionel aquarium car,
26793 Alaska searchlight car, 26787 Erie Lackawanna jumping hobo car, and 26796 Lionel Farms poultry dispatch. The 
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

18 Lionel modern O gauge Halloween items including 14072 operating haunted house, 26747 Halloween aquarium car, and
26746 operating boxcar with bobbing Dracula. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

19 Lionel modern O gauge boxcars in original boxes. Nine cars include 36236 McComas I Love Lionel boxcar, 36206 REA
boxcar, 36234 Carnegie Science Center, 36228 Lionel Visitor Center, 39222 Conrail with die cast frame, 39221 Louisville
and Nashville, 39236 Western Pacific, 52249 Knobels, and 39220 Bessemer. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light 
run time.
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20 Lionel modern O gauge limited edition 2001 Holiday cars including 29423 Wellspring vat car with holiday letter and 6
-3000 LCCA Christmas gondola. Box for the Wellspring car has some damage. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light 
run time.

21 Lionel modern O gauge club freight cars in original boxes including 907797 and 908309 Milwaukee Road Lionel Railroad
Club of Milwaukee tank car set, 5221 TCA Norfolk Southern boxcar, 52232 NLOE Central Railroad of Long Island
boxcar, and 52246 Milwaukee Road Lionel Railroad Club of Milwaukee boxcar. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

22 Lionel modern O gauge club cars in original boxes. Six cars include 52255 Artrain billboard flat, 52260 LOTS Baltimore
aquarium car, 52231 TTOS British Columbia tank car, 52222 LRRC flat with tractor trailer, 19994 Western Union LRRC
passenger car, and 19995 LRRC 25th anniversary boxcar. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and
the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the
box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

23 Lionel modern O gauge club cars in original boxes. Six cars include 39218 Century Club gold member boxcar, 26777
boxcar with flag lights, 39215 Niagara Century Club boxcar, 39217 Century Club II boxcar, 19996 2001 Toy Fair boxcar,
and 26001 BP flat with trailers. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

24 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Nine cars include 21783 Monday Night football two pack, 52234
LOTS Western Maryland well car, 36094 Penn Central well car, 36086 Southern Pacific flat with trailer, 36087 flat with
Lionel train whistle, 26544 Alaska caboose, 26526 Santa Fe caboose, and 26542 Atlantic Coast Line caboose. The contents
of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

25 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars and passenger cars in original boxes. Seven cars include 36240 Do it Best boxcar,
19675 J class Model Shop mint car, 19676 Philadelphia mint car, 19486 New York Central flat with lumber car, 26758
nuclear reactor gondola, 19485 Pennsylvania culvert gondola, and 52220 TCA aluminum vista dome passenger car. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

26 Lionel modern O gauge 11850 Rice a Roni trolley set with track and transformer in original box. C9 with no major signs of
running beyond a test. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items
in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and
inspected by Lionel and Carail.

27 Lionel modern O gauge coaling accessories including 32921 97 coal elevator, 14157 397 coal loader, and 14107 497 coal
loader. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will
likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel
and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

28 Lionel modern O gauge 31922 Snap On Racing set in original box. Set complete with track and transformer. The contents
of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 
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29 Lionel modern O gauge 319200 LL Bean limited edition train set. Set is complete in the box with track and transformer.
The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely
have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and
Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

30 Lionel modern O gauge 31915 Chessie diesel freight set in original box. Set is complete with track and transformer. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

31 Lionel 39113 Pennsylvania Flyer set in OB. Includes all track, transformer and paperwork. The contents of this lot is part
of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the 
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

32 Lionel modern O gauge 31914 New York Central flyer set in original box.  Loco includes smoke and rail sounds. Set has 
all track and transformer. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line.
Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and
inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

33 Lionel modern O gauge 31909 Santa Fe Shell tank car set in original box. Set is complete. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time. 

34 Lionel modern O gauge Service Station Special. 21789 Norfolk Southern set. GP 9 loco features TMCC, Railsounds, and
more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will
likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel 
and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

35 Lionel modern O gauge 31923 Do it Best Pennsylvania Flyer set in original box. Set is complete with track and
transformer. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this
lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected
by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

36 Lionel modern O gauge 21795 Farmall starter set in original box. Set is complete with track and transformer. The contents
of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

37 Lionel modern O gauge 21796 New Jersey Medical School Alumni Association train set in OB. Set is complete. Tougher
set to find. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot
will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by 
Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

38 Lionel modern O gauge 31916 Santa Fe System freight set in original box. Set includes track and a larger 80 watt
transformer. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this 
lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected
by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

39 Lionel modern O gauge 31919 Texas and Pacific Eagle passenger set in original box. Features 4-6-4 steam locomotive with
Railsounds and smoke. Three passenger cars also included. Set includes track and transformer. The contents of this lot is
part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on 
the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is
generally C8-9 with light run time.
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40 Lionel modern O gauge 14102 #175 rocket launcher in OB. Launcher features smoke, sound, and lights. Box has some sun
fading. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will
likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel
and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

41 Lionel modern O Gauge 14133 operating Madison Hardware hobby shop in original box. Shop features operating layout
and lights. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot
will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by
Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

42 Lionel modern O gauge 21793 Virginian 3 bay hopper 6-pack of standard O gauge cars. Original box is sun faded on the
end. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will
likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel
and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

43 Lionel modern O gauge 31910 Soo Line Transportation set in original box. Set is complete with track and transformer. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

44 Lionel modern O gauge 21792 Chesapeake and Ohio hopper 6-pack in original boxes. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time. 

45 Lionel modern O gauge 17319 Pacific Fruit Express reefer 6-pack in original boxes. Set box has some sun fading. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

46 Lionel modern O gauge 18278 Union Pacific U30C diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, 
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product 
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

47 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road 28813 H16-44 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product 
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

48 Lionel modern O Gauge 28811 Santa Fe H16-44 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. 
Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and
inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

49 Four Lionel modern O gauge streamliner two packs in original boxes. Includes 39056 New York Central, 39059 Santa Fe,
39053 Alaska, and 39062 Baltimore and Ohio. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

50 Lionel modern O gauge  18286 Union Pacific Dash 9 - 44 CW. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers and 
more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will
likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel 
and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.
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51 Lionel modern O gauge 21953 Ford Mustang freight set. Loco in set features TMCC and Railsounds. Box has some mild 
wear, one small puncture and a bit of sun fading. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. 
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

52 Lionel modern O gauge 17417 Burlington Northern bathtub gondola three pack in original box. Cars have rotary couplers.
The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely
have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and
Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

53 Lionel modern O Gauge 15153 Pullman baby Madison four pack in OB. Includes baggage, two coaches, and observation.
The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely
have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and
Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

54 Lionel modern O Gauge 14087 Cape Hatteras light house with light and fog horn. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time. 

55 Lionel modern O gauge 14110 operating Ferris Wheel in original box . Wheel is missing some of the packing materials and
appears to have been set up at one point. Box has some mild damage. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

56 Lionel modern O gauge 32997 aluminum Rico station in the original box. The contents of this lot is part of the former 
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light 
run time.

57 Lionel modern O gauge amusement park 14109 Carousel ride. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

58 Lionel modern O gauge 28088 Norfolk and Western A class Auxiliary tender in original box. The contents of this lot is
part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on
the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is C8, 
moderate run time on one wheel set, more than likely something that was swapped at the factory.

59 Lionel modern O gauge 28018 Reading 4-6-0 Camelback steam locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

60 Lionel modern O gauge 28821 Grand Trunk GP-7. Can motor powered with horn. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

61 Lionel modern O gauge 18699 Alaska 4-4-2 steam locomotive with whistle and smoke. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.
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62 Lionel modern O gauge 18696 Atlantic Coast Line 4-6-4 Hudson Jr. in original box. Features can motor, smoke, Signal
Sounds, and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in
this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and 
inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

63 Lionel modern O gauge 18697 Santa Fe 4-6-4 Hudson Jr. in original box. Features can motor, smoke, Signal Sounds, and
more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will
likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel 
and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

64 Lionel modern O gauge 28528 Chessie System SD40-2 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Graded C7 due to moderate run time and some light scuffs on the cab roof.
The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely
have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and
Carail.

65 Lionel modern O gauge 28522 Missouri Pacific RS-11 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, 
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

66 Lionel modern O gauge 28822 Southern RS-3 diesel locomotive in original box. Features a horn. C7-8 with run time and a
scratch on the roof. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in
this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and
inspected by Lionel and Carail.

67 Lionel modern O gauge 18276 Seaboard System U30C diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

68 Lionel modern O gauge Long Island 4-6-0 38005 in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, smoke, Electrocoupler, and
more. One small paint chip on the front lower edge of the steam chest. Lower C8 condition. The contents of this lot is part
of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.

69 Lionel modern O gauge 14512 Electro-Motive demonstrator F3 A-B-A set in OB. Loco equipped with TMCC, Railsounds,
and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot
will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by
Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

70 Lionel modern O gauge 28521 Southern Pacific RS-11 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, 
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

71 Lionel modern O gauge 18266 Norfolk and Southern SD-60 Diesel Engine #6552. In original box. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more.  The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

72 Lionel modern O gauge 28806 Jersey Central H16-44 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.
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73 Lionel modern O gauge 18274 U30C Burlington diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

74 Lionel modern O gauge 28527 AEC glow in the dark GP-9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, 
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

75 Lionel modern O gauge Virginian Rectifier in OB. Catalog number is 28823. Loco features a horn. The contents of this lot
is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers
on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is 
generally C8-9 with light run time.

76 Lionel modern O gauge 28098 New York Central, 4-6-0 ten wheeler in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler,  smoke unit and much more.  The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

77 Lionel modern O gauge 28071 Northern Pacific 4-4-2 Atlantic steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco would be C8 however blackening on drivers has started to flake. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have 
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.

78 Lionel modern O gauge 28519 Postwar Celebration Series Northern Pacific GP-9 in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product 
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were 
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

79 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 31700 girls train set in original box. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

80 Lionel modern O Gauge Rock Island 39141 aluminum passenger car four pack in OB. Includes baggage, two coaches and
observation. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this
lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected
by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

81 Lionel modern O gauge 18285 Union Pacific 18285 Dash 9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

82 Lionel modern O gauge 38037 Pennsylvania Reading Seashore Lines 2-8-0 consolidation steam locomotive in original
box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more.  The contents of this lot is
part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on
the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is 
generally C8-9 with light run time.

83 Lionel modern O Gauge SD-40-2 Soo Line loco in OB. Catalog number is 28523. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
smoke and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line.
Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and
inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.
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84 Lionel modern O gauge 28070 Southern Pacific 4-4-2 Atlantic steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, 
Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 condition with run time, however drivers have some of the
blackening chipping. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items
in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and 
inspected by Lionel and Carail.

85 Lionel modern O gauge 28086 Pennsylvania consolidation steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, 
Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

86 Lionel modern O gauge 18334 non motorized New Haven commuter two car set in OB. Set features TMCC,
Electrocouplers, and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. 
Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and 
inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

87 Lionel modern O Gauge Long Island Railroad 18344 commuter set in OB. Set features directional lighting, TMCC,
Electrocouplers and Railsounds. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

88 Lionel modern O gauge 14521 Rock Island E-6 A-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

89 Lionel modern O Gauge Canadian National Dash 9-44 CW loco in OB. Catalog number is 18287. Loco features TMCC,
smoke, Electrocouplers, Railsounds, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

90 Lionel modern O gauge 28074 Nickel Plate Road 2-8-4 Berkshire locomotive and tender featuring TMCC, Railsounds and
puffing smoke unit in original box. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel
product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

91 Lionel modern O gauge 38016 Southern 0-8-0 USRA steam locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and
the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the
box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

92 Lionel modern O gauge Texas Special add on items including 14520 Postwar Celebration Series F-3 B unit with
Railsounds and 39166 aluminum passenger car add on two car pack. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

93 Lionel modern O gauge Canadian Pacific add on items including 14518 Postwar Celebration Series F-3 B unit with
Railsounds and 39151 aluminum passenger car add on two car pack. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run 
time.
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94 Lionel modern O gauge Kansas City Southern add on items including 14542 F-3 B unit with Railsounds and 39160
aluminum passenger car add on two car pack. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

95 Lionel modern O gauge 28075 Chesapeake and Ohio 2-6-6-2 mallet steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light 
run time.

96 Lionel modern O gauge 14524 Atlantic Coast Line E-6 A-A set in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

97 Lionel modern O gauge 39169 Atlantic Coast Line aluminum four car passenger pack. Cars are 15 inch cars. The contents
of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

98 Lionel modern O gauge 28080 NYC 0-8-0 USRA steam loco and tender in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and
the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the
box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

99 Lionel modern O gauge 28081 Chesapeake and Ohio 0-8-0 steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 28081. Loco
features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

100 Lionel modern O gauge 52259-570 Chicagoland Lionel Railroad Club GP-20 diesel locomotive in original box.
Locomotive equipped with Signal Sounds. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

101 Lionel modern O gauge 38040 Lehigh Valley 4-6-0 Camelback steam locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and
the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the
box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

102 Lionel modern O gauge 18347 Illinois Central commuter MU set in original box. Powered unit features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

103 Lionel modern O gauge 18337 Reading commuter MU set in original box. Powered unit features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.
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104 Lionel modern O Gauge Union Pacific aluminum passenger car four pack in OBs. Set number is 39146. These cars feature
detailed interiors. Box has some light wear. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

105 Lionel modern O gauge 38004 Virginian 4-6-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler,
smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line.
Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and
inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

106 Lionel modern O gauge 28087 yellow Union Pacific auxiliary tender in original box. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

107 Lionel modern O gauge 38007 black Union Pacific auxiliary tender in original box. Some of these tenders have aged with
some casting issues. Although there are no pronounced issues with this tender, the paint is starting to show the possibility
of issues underneath. The finish is not as smooth as the other tenders we have in this line. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

108 Lionel modern O gauge 38008 gray Union Pacific auxiliary tender in original box. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

109 Lionel modern O gauge 28066 Baltimore and Ohio 4-6-2 Pacific steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

110 Lionel modern O gauge 28079 Chesapeake and Ohio 2-10-4 Texas steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

111 Lionel modern O Gauge Century Club II New York Central Niagara. Catalog number 28069. Loco feature TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

112 Lionel modern O Gauge 38010 Joshua Lionel Cowen Series Limited Edition Clinchfield Challenger Steam Loco in OB.
Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light 
run time.
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113 Lionel modern O gauge 38039 Clinchfield auxiliary tender in original box. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light
run time.

114 Lionel modern O gauge 38026 Norfolk and Western J class locomotive in OB. Cab number is #606. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Fan driven smoke unit, firebox glow, Electrocouplers, and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light
run time.

115 Lionel modern O gauge 28077 Union Pacific Lionmaster challenger steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run 
time.

116 Lionel modern O gauge 38014 Lionmaster Rio Grande Challenger steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

117 Lionel modern O gauge 28072 New York Central J3A Hudson. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Fan driven smoke unit,
firebox glow, Electrocouplers, and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel
product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

118 Lionel modern O gauge 38012 Wheeling and Lake Erie 2-6-6-2 mallet steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more.  The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light
run time.

119 Lionel modern O gauge Lionmaster 38013 Delaware and Hudson  Challenger 4-6-6-4 steam engine and tender in original
box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is
part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on
the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is
generally C8-9 with light run time.

120 Lionel modern O gauge 28076 Nickel Plate 2-6-6-2 Mallet steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and
the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the
box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

121 Lionel modern O gauge 28084 New York Central Dreyfuss Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.
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122 Lionel modern O gauge 21797 Southern Pacific Atlantic Daylight passenger set in OB. Includes 4-4-2 Atlantic steam 
locomotive. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Set is C8 with run time and 
some chipping of the drive wheel blackening. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. 

123 Lionel modern O Gauge Pennsylvania 28078 2-10-4 Texas locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, 
Electrocoupler and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

124 Lionel modern O Gauge Denver and Rio Grande JCL challenger in OB. Catalog number is 38009. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

125 Lionel modern O gauge 38038 Rio Grande Challenger Auxiliary Tender in original box. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time. A few railing stanchions are loose on the top of the tender. 

126 Lionel modern O gauge 38028 Pennsylvania S2 steam turbine in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler,
fan driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel
product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

127 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 18314 Pennsylvania 2332 GG-1 electric loco with five gold stripes. Loco features
TMCC, Rail sounds, Electrocouplers, and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

128 Lionel modern O gauge 39163 Erie Lackawanna aluminum Phobe Snow passenger two car add on set in original box. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

129 Lionel modern O gauge 14105 operating aquarium building in original box. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light
run time.

130 Lionel modern O gauge 28068 4-6-4 Rio Grande Hudson Jr. in original box. Display case also included. The contents of
this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

131 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 18058 New York Central 773 Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features
TMCC, smoke, Rail sounds, Electrocoupler and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. Display case also 
included.
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132 Lionel modern O Gauge 21786 Santa Fe A-B-B-A F3 locomotives and seven Santa Fe aluminum passenger cars set in
original box. Set includes 14504 S.F. F3A powered unit w/TMCC, 14505 S.F. F3B dummy unit w/Railsounds, 14506 S.F.
F3B powered unit, 14507 S.F. F3A dummy unit w/TMCC diesel units in front of 39134 large door baggage car No. 3461,
39135 large door combination car No. 3490, 39136 full vista dome No. 508, 39137 full vista come No. 509, 39138 full
vista dome No. 510, 39139 Stations Sound dining car No. 600 w/TMCC Stations Sounds and 39140 Vista Canyon
observation. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this
lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected
by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

133 Lionel modern O gauge 21955 Rio Grande passenger set in original box . Set features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers 
and much more. Also included is 14540 B unit. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

134 Lionel modern O Gauge 21787 Jersey Central Blue Comet set in original box. Loco in set features TMCC, Railsounds, fan
driven smoke unit and much more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel
product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

135 Lionel modern O Gauge Rio Grande 38192 and 38193 F3 A-A set in OBs. Powered unit features TMCC, dual motors, and
Electrocouplers. Dummy unit include TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and directional lighting. The contents of this lot
is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers
on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is
generally C8-9 with light run time.

136 Lionel modern O gauge 31905 New Haven RS-11 Trainmaster Command Set in original box. Unique set that includes
everything to get started in TMCC including Cab-1, TMCC Command Base, 180 Watt brick and lockon and New Haven
RS-11 with TMCC, Railsounds, and more. Set also includes four cars and track. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

137 Lionel modern O gauge Rio Grande 39185 aluminum passenger two pack. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light
run time.

138 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in original boxes. Includes Postwar Celebration Series 18456 59 Minuteman
switcher with TMCC and 18466 Union Pacific Rotary snow plow. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

139 Lionel modern O gauge 14517 Santa Fe powered B unit. Features Pullmor motor and TMCC control. The contents of this 
lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

140 Lionel modern O gauge 14543 Southern Pacific F3 B unit in original box. B unit is a dummy and features TMCC and
Railsounds. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot
will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by
Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

141 Lionel modern O gauge 14541 Chesapeake and Ohio F3 B unit in original box. B unit is a dummy and features TMCC and
Railsounds. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot
will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by
Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.
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142 American Flyer / Lionel modern S gauge operating accessories including 49806 operating sawmill, 49805 Gabe the 
Lamplighter, and 49807 Seaboard coal loader. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001
Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

143 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars in original boxes. Seven cars include 48524 Bordens flat, 48525 Burlington
gondola, 48342 2001 Christmas boxcar, 48343 Great Northern boxcar, 48221 TCA Norfolk Southern hopper, 48224 Gulf
NASG tank car, and 48619 Union Pacific hopper. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the
2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box.
Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

144 Lionel modern O gauge 19496 West Side Lumber Skeleton Log 3 Pack. Includes 19497, 19498, 19499. In original boxes . 
The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely
have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and
Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

145 Lionel modern O gauge 17564 West Side Lumber flat with log three pack in original box. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the 
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

146 Lionel modern O gauge 19492 Western Maryland Skeleton Log 3 Pack. Includes 19497, 19498, 19499. In original boxes .
The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely
have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and
Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

147 Lionel modern O gauge 14134 triple action magnet crane in original box. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light 
run time.

148 Lionel modern O gauge 39047 B&O Heavyweight 2 pack. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection
and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on
the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

149 Lionel modern O gauge 39050 Pennsylvania Heavyweight 2 pack. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

150 Lionel modern O gauge 39092 Pennsylvania streamlined passenger car two pack in original box. The contents of this lot is
part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on
the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is
generally C8-9 with light run time.

151 Lionel modern O gauge 18057 Century Club turbine in original box. Locomotive also has display case. Loco features
TMCC Railsounds and more. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product
line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were
unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.
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152 Lionel modern O gauge 38015 New York Central 773 Hudson 4-6-4 steam locomotive and tender in original boxes. Loco 
features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

153 Lionel and American Flyer modern O and S gauge freight cars including 52248 TTOM ore car, 52243 National Toy Train
Museum tank car in damaged box, 48222 TTOS tank car, and 48223 TCA Museum tank car.

154 Lionel modern O gauge 14113 350 engine transfer table in original box. Box has some sun fading, but contents appear to 
be unused. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot
will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by
Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

155 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in original boxes. Includes 14106 operating 356 freight station, 14084 419R heliport,
14154 193 water tower, 11975 freight accessory pack, and 22915 municipal building. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time. 

156 Lionel modern O gauge operating accessories including 14101 Red Baron pylon, 14158 352 icing station, and 14081 Shell 
Oil Derrick. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot
will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by 
Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time.

157 Lionel modern O gauge 17421 CSX bathtub gondola three pack in original box. Cars have rotary couplers. The contents of
this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

158 Lionel modern O gauge 14138 Snap On animated billboard. Very difficult accessory to find. The contents of this lot is part
of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

159 Lionel modern O gauge accessories including 14098 operating crossing gates, 14119 street lamps, 22950 die cast street
lamps, 14099 block target signal, and assembled 14117 New York Central girder bridge. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time. 

160 Lionel Long Island 4-6-0 38005. No box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, smoke, Electrocoupler, and more. The
contents of this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have
marking stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.

161 Lionel modern train items including 87022 large scale Christmas boxcar, 18459 O gauge Santa hand car, three Lionel Rail 
Tale sets, Little Lionel Circus set, and seven Little Lionel blister packed sets. Also included is a few sections of clean and
new 0-27 track and a pair of modern O-31 switches missing controllers. The contents of this lot is part of the former Carail
collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the item
and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light run
time.

162 Lionel modern O gauge 18463 Hot Rod operating inspection vehicle. No box. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light
run time.
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163 Lionel modern O gauge 32930 ZW transformer. No box. Includes two 180 watt ZW bricks. The contents of this lot is part
of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

164 Lionel modern O gauge 8104 uncataloged Union Pacific General Golden Arrow for JC Penny. Loco has case and looks to
have been run C8. The detail piping on the roof is also slightly bent.

165 Lionel modern O gauge 31908 Hobo Express set in original box. QVC exclusive set. The contents of this lot is part of the
former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

166 Lionel modern O gauge 31902 Pennsylvania K-4 steam locomotive freight set in OB. Loco upgraded features include 
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Includes track and transformer. The contents of this lot is
part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on
the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is
generally C8-9 with light run time.

167 Lionel modern O gauge 31907 JC Penney Flyer set with track and transformer. The contents of this lot is part of the former
Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the underside of the
item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally C8-9 with light 
run time.

168 Lionel modern standard gauge tinplate Milwaukee Road Hiawatha 13004 steam locomotive in original box The contents of
this lot is part of the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking
stickers on the underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail.
Condition is generally C8-9 with light run time. 

169 Lionel modern standard gauge 13006 Milwaukee Road Hiawatha four car passenger set. The contents of this lot is part of
the former Carail collection and the 2001 Lionel product line. Items in this lot will likely have marking stickers on the
underside of the item and / or on the box. Items were unpacked and inspected by Lionel and Carail. Condition is generally
C8-9 with light run time.

170 MTH modern O gauge 20-4053 Southern five car Madison passenger set in original box. Set is C8 with run time. Set box
has some light corner wear. 

171 MTH modern O gauge Southern plated aluminum 70-foot scale passenger cars; MT-6503 five-car set and MT-6603
sleeper/diner set. Cars are C8 with run time.

172 Lionel modern O gauge Union Pacific 4-12-2 steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 38029. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

173 Lionel modern O Gauge Pennsylvania M1A steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 38056. Loco features TMCC, fan
driven smoke unit, Electrocoupler and much more. Loco is C8 with some run time. Box has some light wear.

174 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 385E 2-4-2 steam locomotive. Traditional version without boxes. C8 with run time.
A few small paint chips around the coupler tender and one small nick on the pilot.

175 O-Gauge Army Train Set made by Rich Art was offered exclusively for the Toy Train Historical Foundation. Set includes
powered locomotive, two flat cars, boxcar, coach, and other accessories. Some figures and other detail parts are missing.
See photos for best description. Items in the set are C8.
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176 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate items including one 1043 94 high tension tower with box, two other towers are not
included, 92 floodlight tower without box, 4006 90 degree crossover, pair of remote right and left hand switches. Lower C8
to C9 condition. See photos for best description.

177 Lionel modern O gauge 17511 Western Maryland log car three pack. C7-8 with some wear on the boxes. 

178 Lionel and Plastruct modern O gauge items including 2317 operating lift bridge in incorrect box and Plastruct 3008
refinery kit. Kit is sealed C9-10, bridge is C7-8.

179 Hornby live steam G100 Rocket steam locomotive. Locomotive has been fired and is in C7-8 condition. See photos for best 
description.

180 Lionel modern O gauge Southern F3 A-B-A set in OBs. Catalog numbers are 8566,  8661 and 8567. Locos are C7-8. Some 
light dirt on the noses and light spots on the nose decals. 

181 Lionel modern O gauge 18002 New York Central Hudson steam locomotive. Loco features Sound of Steam, smoke,
Pullmor motor and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

182 MTH modern O gauge 30-2235-1 Seaboard RS-3 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time one small nicks on the nose.

183 Lionel modern O gauge 38051 Erie Berkshire steam locomotive. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan
driven smoke unit and much more. No box. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

184 MTH modern O gauge 30-2688-1 Atlantic Coast Line GP-9 diesel locomotive. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, 
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. No box. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

185 MTH modern O gauge 20-3028-1 Jersey Central Blue Comet in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler,
and more. Loco is C7+ with a few small chips on the cab roof and a spot on the tender which might clean.

186 Williams modern O gauge SG220 scale Pennsylvania GG-1 electric locomotive in original box. Abbreviated five stripe
version with  sound. Box is very worn but locomotive is C7-8 with moderate run time.

187 Lionel modern O gauge heavyweight Pullman passenger cars. Includes 19056 baggage, 19058 coach, 29009 Pullman and
unboxed 383 coach. Cars are generally C8. Boxes have mild wear.

188 MTH modern O gauge 1396 Southern Crescent 4-6-2 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. Locomotive original box has light corner and edge wear.

189 Lionel modern O gauge No. 8004 Rock Island and Peoria 4-4-0 steam locomotive and tender with 9559 combine, 9560 and
9561 passenger cars. Cars and loco are C7-8 with run time. Only the box included for the locomotive.

190 Lionel modern O gauge 8701 The General 4-4-0 loco and tender and W&ARR cars including; 9551 baggage, 9552 coach
and a 9553 horse car all in OBs. Cars and loco are C7-8, OBs have some light wear.

191 Lionel modern O gauge 1351 Baltimore and Ohio General set and 1053 James Gang set in original boxes. Sets are in C7 to
lower C8 condition. See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos.

192 Lionel modern O gauge General style locomotives and cars. Includes 8005 Santa Fe , 8716 Circus locomotive and tender,
8410 Redwood locomotive. Cars include Redwood Valley caboose, crane, and flat. Trains are C7+ condition.

193 Lionel modern O gauge 38053 New York Central L-2a Mohawk 4-8-2 loco and tender featuring TMCC, Railsounds,
FatBoy speaker, Odyssey System, wireless tether and puffing synchronized fan-driven smoke unit and more. Loco is C8
condition with run time.
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194 MTH modern O gauge 20-2312-1 Seaboard Centipede A-A set in OB. Locos feature Protosound 2.0, DCS control, 
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locos are C8 with run time. Box has light corner wear.

195 Williams modern O gauge E71001 Atlantic Coast Line E-7 A-A pair in original box. Powered locomotive features True 
Blast II horn and bell. Set is C7+ with a few small spots and loose window inserts.

196 Lionel modern O gauge 18094 Baltimore and Ohio Atlantic steam locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco is C7-8 with moderate run time.

197 Lionel modern O gauge 28039 2-8-0 Union Pacific consolidation 2-8-0 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features 
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more.  Locomotive is C7-8 with moderate run time.

198 Lionel modern O gauge 28079 Chesapeake and Ohio 2-10-4 Texas steam locomotive in original box. Loco features 
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

199 MTH modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio 20-3035-1 Greenbrier steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound, 
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C7-8 with moderate run time. Box has moderate wear.

200 Lionel and MTH modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Seven cars total. MTH cars include 98222 Pennsylvania
crane car, 93448 Toronto Hamilton & Buffalo boxcar, 93472 Clinchfield boxcar, 91292 Union Pacific CA-1 caboose,
98092 Rio Grande steel gondola. Lionel cars include 17365 Railway Express Agency and 17377 American Railway
Express milk cars. Cars are C7-8, boxes have mild wear.

201 Bachmann On30 sets in original boxes. Include 25013 Ohio River and Western set and 25015 Glenbrook Valley set. Sets
include track and transformer. C7-8 condition.

202 Lionel modern O gauge 12948 313 Bascule bridge in original box. Bridge is C9-10, open but appears unused. 

203 Railking and K Line 19th Century freight cars. Two boxed cars include 7290 Pennsylvania gondola, 7289 New York &
Hudson River gondola, unboxed cars include USMRR water car, LIRR boxcar, Long Island cabin car, V&T boxcar, 
Pennsylvania refrigerator, Rio Grande coach car, and K Line Dixie flat car. Cars are generally C7-8.

204 Mix of modern O gauge freight cars and a locomotive. Manufactures include Lionel and MTH. Cars are Burlington
caboose 8209 steam locomotive 9132 Libby’s vat car, 16238 New Haven boxcar, 27584 die cast Reading flat with load,
two 27515 Pennsylvania die cast flat cars, 6123 Pennsylvania hopper, 9823 Santa Fe flat, 6521 New York Central flat,
9405 Chatahooche boxcar, 9427 Bay Line boxcar, 9325 Norfolk and Western flat, 9020 Union Pacific flat, 5611 Santa Fe
gondola, 6127 Northern Pacific ore car, 900029 Chessie crane, 199461 Santa Fe crane, 1746 Santa Fe caboose, 174020
New York Central caboose, and Reading bobber caboose. C7 to C8 See photos for best description.

205 Lionel modern O gauge 8104 uncataloged Union Pacific General Golden Arrow for JC Penny. Loco has case and looks to
have been run C8. The detail piping on the roof is also slightly bent.

206 O Gauge trains including Lionel custom painted Southern NW-2 switcher on Postwar frame, Railking Pennsylvania 4910
baggage car, and Southern Pacific 2435 coach with large melt mark in one corner of the car. Sold as is shown in the photos
with no returns.

207 Modern G scale trains including Bachmann Southern 2-4-2T Lyn steam locomotive which is weathered, weathered Santa
Fe caboose, Weathered Clementine caboose, Sierra Valley flat, and repainted bobber caboose. Group sold as is shown in
photos with no returns.

208 K Line modern O gauge K3688-4449 Southern Pacific Daylight GS-4 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more.  C7+ with moderate run time and a small paint
nicks on the pilot. Box has some moderate wear.
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209 K Line modern O gauge 15 inch Southern Pacific Daylight aluminum passenger cars in original boxes. Includes K-4688A 
two car combine / baggage set and K-4688B four car set. Cars are C7+ with moderate run time.

210 K Line modern O gauge 21 inch aluminum Southern Pacific Daylight passenger cars in OBs. Six car set includes K4688C 
four car set and 4688D add on two pack. Cars are C7-8 condition with moderate run time. 

211 Lionel modern O gauge 30002 Neil Young Greendale train set in OB. Set includes Neil Young Signed COA, Greendale 
DVD, and trains. Set is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

212 Lionel modern O gauge Department 56 Lionel Train Shop. This is the limited edition Allied Model Trains version. Missing 
the interior light and cord otherwise, C8-9.

213 T-Reproductions beige terrace with apple green fence and gold lamp posts. This was the large terrace that was produced to
fit the 114 station. C7 condition with some small paint issues and moderately worn box 

214 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1330-1 Union Pacific Hudson steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

215 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2358-1 Union Pacific GP-7 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. C8 with runt time. Box has some mild wear.

216 K Line modern O gauge K2780-4892RS Pennsylvania 5 stripe Brunswick GG-1 in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some mild shelf wear.

217 MTH Railking modern O gauge Santa Fe passenger set including 30-2494-1 Alco PA A-A set. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Also included is 30-6103 four car passenger set. Trains are C7+ with moderate
run time and some mild wear on the boxes.

218 MTH modern O gauge 20-2310-1 Chicago and Northwestern GP-40 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

219 MTH modern O gauge 20-3144-1 Santa Fe 4-6-4 Hudson steam locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

220 MTH modern O gauge 20-3125-1 Southern Pacific AC-6 cab forward steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time, box has mild wear.

221 Lionel modern O gauge 18500 Milwaukee Road GP-9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time, box has mild
wear.

222 Lionel modern O gauge 18018 Southern 2-8-2 Mikado steam locomotive and tender in original box. Loco features
Railsounds, smoke, and more. Loco is C7+ with moderate run time and mildly worn box.

223 Lionel modern O Gauge 18005 New York Central 700E Hudson in original box. Locomotive is C8 to C8+ with light run
time. Locomotive original box has light corner and edge wear.

224 Railking O gauge 30-1155-1 Wander 4-4-0 and 30-6405 Overton three car passenger set from the movie Wild Wild West.
Loco features Protosound, smoke and more. Loco and cars are C8 with run time. OBs in good condition. Tougher licensed
set to find.

225 Williams modern O gauge Pennsylvania S-2 6-8-6 turbine in original box. Catalog number is S2-102. Locomotive includes
a whistle and bell. C8 condition with run time.
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226 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-4104E-1 Pennsylvania 2-8-0 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features 
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. C8 with run time.

227 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1284-1 Gulf Mobile and Ohio 4-6-2 pacific steam locomotive in original box. Loco 
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Lower C8 with moderate run time. 

228 MTH Railking modern O gauge Chicago and Alton passenger set including 30-1192-1 4-6-2 pacific steam locomotive.
Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Passenger cars include 6922 and 6923
sets for six cars total . Set is lower C8 with moderate run time.

229 Lionel modern O gauge Chicago and Alton passenger cars including 9554, 9555, 9556, 9557, and 9558. Cars are C7-8. 
Boxes have light corner and edge wear.

230 MTH and T Reproduction standard gauge accessories in original boxes. Including 10-1124 switch tower and 438 signal
tower with a few small paint chips on one window. C7-8.

231 Lionel modern O Gauge 22972 Bascule bridge 313 in OB. Bridge is C8. Box has some mild corner and edge wear.

232 MTH Railking modern O gauge accessories in original boxes. Includes 30-9043 operating coaling tower, 9152
Pennsylvania operating station platform, 30-9125 operating passenger platform, and 11078 floodlight tower. Accessories
are C8.

233 Lionel modern O gauge accessories including 14081 Shell oil derrick, two 34162 oil pumps, 14071 yard lights, and 14138
animated billboard. C7-8 condition.

234 Modern O gauge freight cars, mostly Railking. Nine cars include 76227 Union Army flat,  7466 Union Pacific operating
boxcar with signal man, 72085 19th Century gondola, 76438 Baltimore and Ohio 19th century flat, 7734 Chicago and
Northwestern caboose, 77179 Virginia & Truckee 19th century caboose, 8103 Pennsylvania die cast tank car, Lionel 7212
TCA passenger car, and K Line 612-2033 Southern Pacific bay window caboose. Cars are in generally C8 condition.

235 K Line and Right of Way modern O gauge items including 2630-09 Santa Fe Plymouth switcher and C 285 Baltimore and
Ohio smoking caboose. C8 with run time.

236 Lionel modern O gauge No. 8004 Rock Island and Peoria 4-4-0 steam locomotive and tender with 9559 combine, 9560 and
9561 passenger cars. Cars and loco are C7-8 with run time. Boxes have light wear.

237 MTH Railking modern O gauge Southern Pacific Daylight passenger set. Includes a GS-4 steam locomotive with
Protosound 2.0 passenger sounds, auxiliary tender, and six car passenger set with passengers added to fill the interior. Very
nice set in C8 condition. No original boxes.

238 Lionel modern O gauge 30146 Soo Line diesel freight set in original box. Menards exclusive set with track and transformer
included. Trains are C8, track and transformer unused.

239 MTH Railking modern O gauge Rio Grande Ski Train 30-1035 4-6-2 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
smoke and whistle. Also included is four passenger cars 6231 coach, 6230S observation, 6230S baggage, and 6230S coach.
Also included is 30-6234 combine / diner add on set. All C8 with run time. 

240 Lionel modern O gauge 31707 partial Chesapeake and Ohio diesel freight set in original box. Set was opened for
inspection but appears to be unrun C9. Locomotive features horn.

241 Lionel modern O Gauge 31960 Polar Express set loco and cars. Includes 28649 loco, 25100 coach, 25101 coach, and
25102 observation. Cars and loco are C8 with run time. Includes track and transformer.

242 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-7001 Wabash six car freight set in original box. Set is C8 with run time. Set box has
some mild wear.
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243 Lionel modern O Gauge 11920 Port of Lionel City ready to run set in original box. Also includes 18948 Alco FB-2.  Set is
in C8 condition with run time.

244 Lionel modern O gauge 18569 Chicago Burlington and Quincy GP9 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

245 Lionel modern O gauge 18563 New York Central GP9 in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds and more. Loco is C8 with
run time.

246 Lionel modern O gauge 28519 Postwar Celebration Series Northern Pacific GP-9 in original box. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

247 Lionel modern O Gauge 31740 set no. 2519W Virginian diesel freight set in OB. Set features 2331 Virginian Train Master
diesel loco with TMCC and Railsounds, 6801 flatcar with boat, 6414 Evans auto loader, 6464-275 State of Maine boxcar,
6434 Poultry dispatch car, 3530 EMD generator car and 6557 Lionel Lines smoking caboose. Set is C9-10 with cars and
loco factory wrapped in the box.

248 Lionel modern O gauge 30184 Polar Express ready to run freight set in original box. Set is factory sealed C10. Includes
track and transformer. 

249 Lionel modern O Gauge Postwar Celebration 31721 The Majestic train set in OB. Pennsylvania GG1 features TMCC,
Railsounds, and much more. Set is factory sealed C10.

250 Lionel modern O Gauge 11839 Spokane, Portland, & Seattle 4-6-2 Steam Freight Set. Includes 2044 4-6-2 Steam loco,
three 63151-63152-63153 Hooker tank cars, 6517 Caboose, track, transformer, more. Set is factory sealed in plastic and is
assumed C10.

251 Lionel modern O gauge 30087 Area 51 Alien Space Ship Recovery set in original box. Includes track and transformer. Set
appears open but  unused C9-10

252 Lionel modern O gauge 31776 conventional classics 2219W FM Train Master Lackawanna freight set factory sealed in the
master carton C10.

253 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classic 31775 reissue of 1562W Burlington GP-7 passenger set factory new in the 
box. Set was inspected but contents never opened. C9.

254 Lionel modern O gauge Shakespeare Express set number 30084. Set is new in the box, looks inspected only. Loco includes
smoke, whistle and headlight and three illuminated coaches. C9. 

255 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA 52300 The Halloween General set in individual OBs, set box and outer shipping carton.
Also included is a 52405 The Halloween General Add-On Cars factory sealed in OB with outer shipping carton. Set is C8
with run time.

256 Lionel modern O gauge 30206 Area 51 Railroad train set in original box. Includes the Lionchief control system with
remote control. Track and transformer included. Trains are C8 with run time.

257 Lionel modern O Gauge Postwar Celebration 31727 Rio Grande #2291W set in original box. Set features Rio Grande F3
A-B set with Railsounds, TMCC, Electrocouplers and more. Set is generally C8 condition with some run time. Also
included are two 24528 add on Dummy A units.

258 Lionel modern O gauge 31777 Conventional Classic 2124W set in original box. Set is new C9. This lot also includes the
27903 Sager Place observation add on car.
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259 Lionel modern O Gauge 21788 Postwar Celebration Series Missile Launch set with TMCC control in OB. Loco and cars
are C8-9 with very light run time.

260 Lionel modern O gauge missile cars including 36730 Army missile launching sound car and 52287 Cal Stewart missile
launch car. Cars are in C8-9 condition.

261 Lionel modern standard gauge Prewar Celebration Series 101 Summer trolley and 101 trail car. Catalog number is 13113.
Set is C8-9 with light run time.

262 Lionel O Gauge modern 32905 Irvington Factory. Building is C8-9 with light use, box has some corner damage. 

263 Lionel modern O gauge 30124 Thunder Valley set in OB. Set is complete with track, transformer, and all accessories. Also
included is the 30136 add on two pack. Set is C9-10.

264 Lionel modern O gauge Polar Express add on cars and motorized unit. Group includes 36166 reefer, 28425 elf operating
hand car, 25134 diner, 25186 hot chocolate car, 25135 baggage car, 36875 conductor announcement coach, 35130
passenger car, and 24251, 24252, and 14273 figure packs. Items are C8 to C10.

265 Lionel modern O gauge 29925 2005 Polar Express toy fair boxcar. One of the tougher toy fair cars to find. C9 condition.
Nice original box.

266 K Line modern O gauge Canadian Pacific aluminum passenger cars in original boxes . Seven cars all with K4618 prefix
include 10004 Blair Manor sleeper, 10005 Craig Manor sleeper, 10006 Empress cafe lounge, two 10505 Skyline dome
coaches, 14722 baggage car, and 10003 dome observation. Cars are C8 with run time.

267 Lionel modern O gauge accessories. Includes 12983 #345 culvert unloader and 12982 #342 culvert loader. Also included is
19478 culvert gondola. Items are C8 with some light signs of use. original boxes have some light corner wear.

268 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Eight cars total. Postwar Celebration Series cars include 19557 Circus stock car,
29613 rocket fuel tank car, 29461 6500 flat with airplane, and 29854 3510 satellite launching car. Other cars include 36813
Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine walking brakeman car, 36834 Santa Fe transparent boxcar, 39450 Evans auto loader,
and 29413 Airex boat loader. Cars are generally C8-9.

269 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Eleven cars include 19828 Chicago and Northwestern operating
stock yard, 17603 Rock Island caboose, 19823 Burlington ice car, 17615 Northern Pacific caboose, 6917 Jersey Central
caboose, 19652 Jersey Central bunk car, 17604 Delaware Lackawanna and Western caboose, 17218 Bangor and Aroostook
State of Maine boxcar, 29939 LRRC anniversary boxcar, 742-2111 Pacific Fruit Express K Line reefer, and 19278
Baltimore and Ohio boxcar. Cars are generally in C8 condition.

270 MTH Tinplate Traditions Stephen Girard set in original boxes, C9-10. 10-1066-1; No. 9E with ProtoSound, 10-1068-1;
424 Liberty Bell coach, 10-1068-2; 425 Stephen Girard coach, 10-1068-3; 426 Coral Isle observation, 10-1068-4; 427
Philadelphia coach. Passenger cars are missing their outer boxes. C8 condition with run time. 

271 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club New York Central F3 A-B-A set in OBs. Catalog numbers are 18135 and 18178.
Locos feature TMCC, Rail sounds, Electrocouplers and more. A-A powered and dummy pair is C8 with run time, Display
case is also included for the set. Box lid has some fading.

272 Lionel modern O Gauge 11004 NASCAR ready to run set and 11009 Tony Stewart add on pack. Set and expansion pack
are in C8 condition with run time.

273 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 18058 Hudson 773 steam loco and tender with display case. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Set is C8 with run time. 
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274 Lionel modern O gauge 18057 Century Club turbine in original box . Locomotive also has display case. Loco has OBs. 
Loco and tender are C8 with run time. Loco features TMCC Railsounds and more.

275 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 18314 Pennsylvania 2332 GG-1 electric loco with five gold stripes. Loco features 
TMCC, Rail sounds, Electrocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with light run time. Display case included.

276 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 726 Berkshire in OB. Catalog number is 18053. Steam locomotive features smoke,
TMCC, Rail sounds, Electrocoupler and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has partial sun fading. Display case
also included.

277 Lionel modern O gauge 38042 Chicago and Northwestern 4-6-0 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more.  Locomotive is C8 with run time. 

278 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2694-1 Chesapeake and Ohio RDC Budd car set in original box. Loco features 
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Looks C8 with run time, however one broken pilot on one car. Box
has mild wear.

279 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 38300 Virginian FM 2331 Trainmaster in OB. Loco is C8 with run time.

280 K Line modern O gauge US Army troop passenger cars in original boxes. Six cars all with K4899 prefix include 0004
kitchen, 0005 hospital car, 0006 troop sleeper, 0007 observation, 0008 carrier 9794, and 0009 9799 carrier. Cars are C8
with run time. 

281 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Six cars include the following four  40 ton stock cars two 17700
Union Pacific, 17723 MKT, and 17722 New York Central. Two other cars include 17331 Hoods milk car and 27225
Western Pacific PS-1 boxcar. Cars are generally C8.

282 Lionel modern O gauge 6-18952 ATSF Railway Alco PA-1 diesel locomotive, and 6-18965 Santa Fe Alco PB-1 both in
OBs. Locos feature TMCC, signal sounds, and more. B unit features Railsounds, Electrocouplers and more. Locos are C8
with run time.  Boxes have mild wear.

283 Lionel modern O gauge 18569 Chicago Burlington and Quincy GP9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has mild wear. 

284 Lionel modern O gauge 18308 Pennsylvania silver GG-1 electric locomotive in OB. Loco is C7-8 with moderate run time
and one small nick on one end of the locomotive. 

285 Two Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series motorized units including 28424 51 Navy switcher and 18447
executive inspection car. Units are C8 with run time.

286 Lionel modern O gauge 8459 Rio Grande rotary snow plow in original box. C8 with run time, box has mild wear.

287 Lionel modern O gauge steel sided reefers in original boxes. Four cars include three 17336 Pacific Fruit Express and 17339
Burlington. Cars are C8-9 condition.

288 Lionel modern O gauge accessories including 14084 419R heliport, 14154 193 water tower, 14155 395 floodlight tower,
12719 refreshment stand, 2195 floodlight tower, and 12749 radar antenna. Accessories are in the C7 to C8 range.

289 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1160-0 Canadian Pacific Royal Hudson steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive
features smoke and Loco Sounds. C8 with run time. Box has light wear.
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290 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Ten cars include 29217 Airex toy fair boxcar, 19947 Toy Fair
boxcar, 16593 Belt Line caboose, 19669 King Tut museum car, 19636 Hooker tank car, 19565 Burlington reefer, 19294
Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 29218 Vapor boxcar, 16150 Sunoco tank car, and 16811 Rutland TCA boxcar. Cars are
generally C8.

291 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars and locomotive in original boxes. Sixteen cars include 9215 Norfolk and Western
boxcar, 9209 Burlington Northern boxcar, 9214 Northern Pacific boxcar, 9294 Northern Pacific  boxcar, 9206 Great
Northern boxcar, 9202 Santa Fe boxcar, 9200 Illinois Central boxcar, 9208 Union Pacific boxcar, 9201 Penn Central
boxcar, 9297 Soo boxcar, 9210 B&O boxcar, 9205 Norfolk and Western boxcar, 9208 CP Rail boxcar, 9146 Mogen David
wine car, 7706 Walter Raleigh boxcar, and 9230 Monon boxcar. Also included is 8021 Canadian National GP-7. Trains are
in C7 to C7+ condition. Boxes have mild to moderate wear.

292 American Flyer modern S gauge Santa Fe passenger set including 48130 Alco PA A-A set, 48136 B unit factory sealed,
48945, 48946, 48947, and 48948 passenger cars, and 48968 two car add on pack factory sealed. Items range from C8 with
run time to sealed C10.

293 American Flyer modern S Gauge steam locomotive in OB. Union Pacific 48054 4-8-4 Northern. Loco features smoke and 
Railsounds. Locomotive is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

294 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars in original boxes. Twelve cars include 48477 1992 TCA Purina boxcar, 9405
Santa Fe caboose, 48301 Rio Grande boxcar, 48492 TCA Northern Pacific  boxcar, 48713 Nickel Plate caboose, 48305
Wabash boxcar, 48474 TCA Chicago and Northwestern boxcar, 48906 Milwaukee Road animated caboose, 48318 AC
Gilbert boxcar, 48490 TTOS Western Pacific boxcar, 48313 BAR boxcar, and 48316 BAR refrigerator car. Cars are
generally in C8 condition.

295 American Flyer modern S gauge Santa Fe trains in original boxes. Includes two 48040 Santa Fe Docksider switchers, 
49012 Santa Fe crane, and 48723 Santa Fe boom car. Trains are C8 with run time.

296 American Models modern S gauge New Haven Alco PA-1 A-B-A set in original box with paperwork, C8 with run time. A.
C. Hi-rail units, Sound control box is also included, but box is not checked with units having sound.

297 American Flyer modern S gauge in original boxes. Six cars include 48330 Pennsylvania boxcar, 48329 Santa Fe boxcar,
48364 American Flyer 60th Anniversary boxcar, 48354 Southern Pacific boxcar, 48328 Great Northern boxcar, and 48408
Sunoco tank car. Cars are C8 to C9.

298 S Helper modern S gauge Union Pacific 00122 SW-9 diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

299 American Flyer modern S gauge 48035 Santa Fe Baldwin in original box, C8.

300 American Flyer modern S gauge 48034 Seaboard Baldwin in original box, C8.

301 American Flyer modern S gauge 8651 Santa Fe GP-20 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. Loco features
can motor, interior lighting, and more.

302 American Flyer modern S gauge 48033 Rock Island GP-7 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is factory new in the box C9-10.

303 American Flyer modern S gauge 48008 New Haven EP-5 electric locomotive in original box with operating pantographs,
working headlights, electronic forward-neutral-reverse operation and more. C8-9 with light run time. 

304 American Flyer S gauge 48010 Milwaukee Road electric loco in original box. C9 with no major signs of run time beyond a
factory test.
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305 Modern S gauge freight cars from S-Helper and American Models. Eight cars total including Northern Pacific  7520-B
caboose, 00050 Union Pacific stock car, 00480 American Reefer Transit refrigerator car, 00498 Pacific Fruit Express
reefer, 01829 Santa Fe reefer, 00502 Atlantic and Pacific reefer, 00051 Union Pacific stock car, and 01643 Domino Sugar
reefer. Cars are generally C8-9.

306 American Flyer modern S gauge 49838 792 railroad terminal in original box. Factory sealed C10.

307 American Flyer modern S gauge operating accessories in original boxes. Four accessories include 49813 789 baggage 
smasher, 49811 773 oil derrick, 2321 operating sawmill, 49819 583A magnetic crane. Accessories are C8 to C9.

308 American Flyer modern S gauge Union Pacific passenger set including 49600 Pony Express set, 48908 Pasadena coach,
48909 Harriman vista dome, 48941 vista dome, 49927 baggage car, and 48119 PB-1 B unit with Railsounds. Set is C8 with
run time.

309 Corgi die cast Chipperfield Circus collection. Thirteen pieces including 97915 Scammell Highwayman with 2 trailers,
31703 4 vehicle set, 97303 Bedford articulated truck, 97885 Scammell Highwayman with trailer and caravan, 97888 Foden
closed pole truck with caravan, 97092 Bedford Pantechnicon Billy Smee Wardrobe, 97022 Aec regal living quarters, 97896
Aec pole truck, 97887 Bedford articulated horsebox, 96905 advance booking vehicle, 97886 Scammell highwayman with
crane, 97957 ERF 8 wheel rigid truck, and 97889 Aec cage truck and trailer. Items all in good condition.

310 Lionel modern O gauge 28079 Chesapeake and Ohio 2-10-4 Texas steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C7-8 with moderate run time.

311 Lionel modern O gauge JLC 38058 Chesapeake and Ohio H-7 2-8-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Locomotive is C7+ due to a paint chip at the rear edge
of the cab roof.

312 K Line modern O gauge K3615-1060CC Chesapeake and Ohio Mikado steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

313 Lionel modern O Gauge 28011 Chesapeake and Ohio Allegheny in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, fan driven
smoke unit, Electrocoupler and much more. Loco is C with run time.

314 MTH Railking modern O gauge Coors Light silver bullet set in OB. Catalog number is 30-1433-1. Set features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, smoke and much more. Set appears C8 with run time. Also included is 78040 operating reefer and 78061
operating tail car. OBs have light wear, one small rip in add on end flap.

315 Lionel modern O Gauge Century Club II New York Central Niagara. Catalog number 28069. Loco feature TMCC, 
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke and much more. Loco is C8 with run time, however a bit of chipping on the blackening
on the drivers. Includes display case.

316 Lionel modern O gauge Southern Pacific F-7 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in original boxes. Catalog numbers are 38757
and 38765. Powered loco features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much
more. B unit is a dummy and is missing a few of the small detail hoses from the ends of the car body. Trains otherwise
lower C8 with moderate run time.

317 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2640-1 Pittsburgh and West Virginia VO1000 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C7 with moderate run time
and one broken step. Box has light wear and a bit of dust.

318 Lionel modern O gauge 18556 Chicago and Illinois Midland freight four pack in original box. C9 condition.
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319 Lionel modern O gauge 28592 Norfolk and Western GP-7 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy 
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is lower C8 with moderate run time. 

320 K Line modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Fourteen cars include 64234 Santa Fe boxcar, 6415 Jersey Central
boxcar, 6406 1987 TCA boxcar, 640-7405 new look boxcar, 649-107 Federal Pioneer boxcar, two 641-9021 National
Model Hobby boxcar, 90001 KCC boxcar, 1993 Toy Fair boxcar, 1989 Toy Fair tank car, 1991 Toy Fair gondola, and
1990 Toy Fair flat car. Trains are in C7-8 condition.

321 Proto 2000 8194 New York Central E8/9 diesel locomotive A unit in OB. Missing cab ladder and rear truck is missing 
drive shaft. Shell has some light dirt on top. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns, untested.

322 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA 52562 Rio Grande / AEC uranium transport mint car in original box. Very tough car to find 
in C9 condition.

323 Bachmann modern 49902 E-Z Command system factory sealed C10. Built for HO, N, and On30 trains. Compatible with all 
DC and DCC systems.

324 MTH modern O gauge Penn Central Alco RS-27 20-2166-1 pair in original boxes. Locos feature Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. Cab numbers are 2405 and 2404. Locomotives are C8 with run time.

325 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate passenger cars including two 13400 323 baggage,  two 13401 324 Pullman,
and two 13402 325 observation cars. Cars are C8-9, some very very light oxidation on a few pickup roller pins. Boxes have
mild wear.

326 MTH modern O gauge 20-20240-1 3GS21B Pennsylvania Genset diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive features 
Protosound 3 , Protosmoke, constant voltage lighting and much more.  C8+ with light run time.

327 Rail Works LTD HO brass Pennsylvania Z-62 business car in original box. Car professionally painted and lettered for 7525
Lancaster. C8-9 condition. Also included in this lot is a plastic bodied Pennsylvania Railway Express Agency baggage car
numbered 9348.

328 Lionel modern O gauge Rio Grande F-3 A-B-A diesel locomotive set and freight cars. Locomotives are 8464, 8465, and
8474. Freight cars include three 9144 gondolas, two 9739 boxcars. and 9166 caboose. Trains are C7 with some mildew
spotting on freight cars and some rubs on the locomotives. No boxes.

329 Lionel modern O gauge trains including 8206 New York Central 4-6-4, and the following Blue Comet passenger cars:
9537, 19000, 9538, 9539, 9536, and 9540. Trains are C7 to lower C8. No boxes, one notable roof rub on one passenger car.

330 Williams modern O gauge Rio Grande locomotives including GP-9 number 5725 and 945720 F-7 A-A diesel locomotive
set with horn. Both locomotives are C7-8 with run time. Boxes have light wear. 

331 Lionel and Williams modern O gauge Baltimore and Ohio locomotives. Includes 955610 GP-9 with horn, and two 8363
powered A units and 8468 F-3 dummy B unit in incorrect boxes. Trains are C7 with some chipping on the nose decals and
moderate run time.

332 Lionel modern O gauge 11706 Dry Gulch Line service station special in OB. Set is C8-9 condition with no major signs of
run time. Box has mild wear. 

333 Baltimore and Ohio railroad china and glassware including two 5.75 inch capitol dome glasses, 4 inch juice glass, B&O
double egg cup, Hall creamer, tall and short pitcher bottles with stoppers made in Canada, and 3.5 inch drink glass.  No
chips, cracks, or breaks noted on any of the pieces. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns. 

334 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes 8.75 inch Lamberton plate with
the Patent Applied For shield on the back, 11 inch Scammell Lambert’s divided dinner plate, and three
Lambert’s 10.5 inch dinner plates with Design Patented shield on the reverse. The divided dinner plate has very
light wear on the glaze on the front and some light spotting on the sides and rear. Other plates all in very good
condition, no cracks, chips, or breaks.
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335 Illinois Central Railroad passenger car step box. Box has a few coats of paint and moderate rust on the inside and around
feet. Decent condition, but a good candidate for restoration. See photos for best description.

336 Lionel modern O gauge aluminum TCA passenger cars in original boxes. Six cars include 52106 diner, 52155 baggage,
5220 vista dome, 52085 vista dome, 52143 coach, and 52062 skytop observation. Cars range C8 to sealed C10. See photos
for best description.

337 Modern HO Roundhouse Chicago and Northwestern freight car assortments in original boxes. Include 00618 flags
assortment and 00994 modern collection. Each pack has twelve cars for twenty four cars total. Cars are new C9-10. Cars
are in kit form.

338 Group of original Baltimore and Ohio Centenary railroad china. This lot includes ten Scammell / Lamberton 6 inch plates,
four Scammell Lamberton plates with a slightly deeper dish than the other plates, and seven Scammell Lamberton tea cups.
A few minor condition issues, one hairline noted in the handle of one cup, some other very minor flaws in the glaze on
some of the plates. No major cracks, chips or breaks.

339 Learning Curve Thomas and Friends wooden railway items including eleven 99179 Thomas Comes to Breakfast
locomotives, 9108 Songs from the Station DVD, five 99904 two inch straight packs, and four inch straight pack. Little
Lionel Lines items include eleven figure sets, eight sign sets, two 92600 tenders, and three 10 inch ascending track sets.
Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

340 Dressel semaphore or train order lamp. Lantern has no burner pot, and some rust on the top. Rest of the lamp appears to be
original.

341 MTH Railking modern O gauge Pennsylvania Streamlined and Madison passenger cars in original boxes. Eight cars total
including 6786 streamlined four car set, 67156 streamlined coach, 6906 Madison coach, and 6204 Madison combine / diner
two pack. Cars are C8 to C10.

342 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas musical cars including 26788 boxcar, 19750 bay window caboose, 16776 boxcar, 26718
boxcar, and 19888 boxcar. Trains are in C8 condition with run time.

343 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas Vapor Records cars in original boxes. Includes 29218 boxcar with original box signed
by Neil Young, 36213 boxcar, 26208 boxcar, and 19781 caboose. Cars are C8 with run time.

344 MTH Railking modern O gauge Christmas and Holiday freight cars in original boxes. Ten cars include two 7489 2001
boxcars, 7410L 1996 boxcar, 7019A 2000 boxcar, 7019b 2000 gondola, 7434 1999 boxcar, 74038 2000 boxcar, 7416 1997
boxcar, 7454 2000 boxcar, and 7019C 2000 caboose. Cars are generally C8 with run time.

345 K Line modern O gauge K-1514 Holiday Hauler set and extra Plymouth switcher. Trains are C8 with run time. Set is
missing track.

346 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas / Holiday cars in original boxes. Thirteen cars include 36253 2003 boxcar, 16291
boxcar, 26741 operating Santa boxcar, 19998 2001 boxcar, 36296 2005 boxcar, 26708 boxcar with lights, 26243 1999
boxcar, 36243 2002 boxcar, 26272 2000 boxcar, 19938 1995 boxcar, 16272 1997 boxcar, and two 19945 1996 boxcars.
Cars are C8 with run time.

347 Lionel modern O gauge Holiday / Christmas passenger cars, locomotive, and expansion pack in original boxes. Includes
30011 freight expansion pack, 35173 Blitzen coach, 35134 North Pole vista dome, 35135 North Pole diner. Also included
is 18837 RS-3 diesel locomotive. Items in this lot are generally C8 with run time, locomotive box has mild wear.

348 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas freight cars in original boxes. Ten cars include 26061 gondola with trees, 19855
aquarium car, 36515 caboose, 36529 work caboose, 26519 work caboose, 36767 Santa Radar tracking, 26740 reindeer car,
26743 reindeer stock car, 26892 North Pole searchlight car, 16547 caboose. Trains are generally C8.

349 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas / Holiday freight cars in original boxes. Eight cars include 16785 reefer, 26739 Santa /
Snowman boxcar, 19491 vat car, 36066 gondola with presents, 26191 North Pole Central reefer, 36032 gondola, 26737
animated Santa and Mrs. Clause gondola, and 19438 gondola. Cars are generally C8 with run time.
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350 MTH & K Line modern O gauge Holiday and Christmas cars in original boxes. Included is 30-2511 operating elf handcar,
7460 2000 New Years boxcar, 80001e 1999 DAP boxcar, 80003E 2001 DAP boxcar, 80005E 2003 DAP boxcar, 80002D
2000 DAP boxcar, and K661-7401 2000 holiday flat. Trains are generally in C8 condition.

351 Lionel modern O gauge 28646 North Pole Central Berkshire locomotive and tender with Rail Sounds and operating smoke
unit . Box is incorrect for the locomotive. C8 with run time, however tender is missing screws from the bottom and shell is 
loose.

352 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas accessories in original boxes. Includes 16863 Santa’s Christmas wish station, 37965 gift
loader building, 24273 water tower, and two 14079 North Pole Pylon. Accessories are C8 to C9.

353 Lionel modern O gauge Halloween cars in original boxes including 26855 animated gondola, 36548 work caboose, and
36830 aquarium car. Cars are C8 with run time.

354 MTH modern O gauge 30-4028-0 Holiday Trolley set in original box . Set is C8 with moderate run time and is missing the
transformer.

355 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas trains including 28474 motorized elf hand car, 26753 present dump car, 37984 work
house, 37907 lamps with wreaths, and 37814 crossing shanty. C8-9 condition.

356 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas items including two 22991 Blue Comet animated Christmas Trees and ornament 24
pack. Used condition. 

357 Really incredible Lionel / Hallmark Christmas ornament collection. 168 items total in this lot. Almost the entire collection
dating back to 1997. Highlights include the tough operating layout ornament, multiple preview day limited edition 
ornaments, 2003 Hallmark Club mini scene with 3 ornaments and much more. Way too much to list. See photos for best
description.

358 Lionel 38144 C&O F3 A-A set in original boxes with Trainmaster Command Control and Rail Sounds and 14541 C&O F3
B unit with TMCC and Rail Sounds,. Set is C8 with run time.

359 Lionel modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio 19087 heavyweight passenger four pack in original boxes. Cars are C7-8
with run time and mildly worn boxes with some tape repairs.

360 MTH Railking modern O gauge  30-1232-1 MTH Railroaders Club 2002 4-6-4 Hudson steam loco in original box. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. C8 with run time.

361 Lionel Postwar O gauge transformers including 275 Watt ZW with replaced cord and a bit of paint on the base and 250
watt type Z missing one bulb cover. Z also has a replacement cord. C7 condition

362 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watt transformer in a reproduction box. The cord on the transformer has been replaced.
Transformer is C7.

363 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA Burlington 1600 Alco set in OBs. Includes 52528 primary set and 52533 set add ons. Set is
C8 with run time.

364 Two 36 inch O gauge display cases with glass tops. Gargraves track installed on the wooden base. Very nice cases.

365 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1200-1 Chesapeake and Ohio 4-6-4 Hudson. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. C8 with run time.
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366 Lionel modern O gauge 18860 Pratts Hollow Phantom locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler and more. Loco is C8 condition with run time. OB has light corner wear.

367 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1612-1 Chesapeake and Ohio 2-6-6-6 Allegheny steam locomotive in original box.
Loco features Protosound 3.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is factory wrapped in the
original box C9-10.

368 Lionel modern O gauge 31784 conventional classics #1593 Union Pacific work train set in OBs. Set is generally C8 with 
run time on the loco and cars. OBs also have some very light wear.

369 Lionel modern O gauge 31904 Chesapeake and Ohio freight train set, ready to run with 80 watts transformer in original
box featuring Rail Sounds and operating smoke unit, C8 with run time. 

370 MTH modern O gauge 30-9114 operating McDonald’s restaurant. No box. Extra figures added to the outside. C7-8.

371 Williams modern O gauge 43262 Luxury Lines 0-27 streamlined passenger car four pack, factory sealed in plastic C10.

372 MTH modern O gauge 20-2314-1 Chesapeake and Ohio BL-2 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time. 

373 Lionel modern O Gauge 52423 1608W Lionel Collectors Club of America 2007 New Haven Alco passenger set original
box. Included are 209 New Haven Alco A units, 52467 No. 2436 observation, two 52469 No. 24312 vista domes, 52468
No. 2434 Pullman,. Trains are C8 with run time.

374 MTH modern O gauge 20-90758 Chesapeake and Ohio fish belly hopper set in original box. Six car set is in C8 condition
with run time.

375 Lionel modern O gauge 32998 Mid Town operating hobby shop . No box. Layout used C8.

376 Railking and Walthers Modern O gauge accessories including Shell and Esso Railking operating gas stations without boxes
and assembled Walthers Krazy Ken’s

377 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1047-1E MTH Railroad Club 4-6-0 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is in C8 condition with run time.

378 MTH modern O gauge 20-20314-1 MTH ES44AC diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound 3.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is C8+ with light run time. Horn on the roof is slightly bent.
Locomotive was produced in limited quantities.

379 Williams by Bachmann modern O gauge 43453 Chessie System Madison passenger car four set in original box. Set is
factory sealed C10.

380 MTH modern O gauge operating accessories including Speedee car wash and Mel’s Diner. Both have vehicles and extra
figures included. C7-8 condition, no boxes.

381 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-20051-1 SD70ACe MTH Railroad Club diesel locomotive in original box. Loco
features Protosound 3.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is in C8 condition with run time,

382 Lionel modern O gauge 28662 Chesapeake and Ohio 0-4-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features whistle and smoke. C8
with run time.

383 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units including 38813 Chesapeake and Ohio early inspection vehicle with TMCC
control  and 18483 Chesapeake and Ohio ballast tamper. C8 with run time
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384 Lionel modern O gauge 14077 ZW Amp and Volt meter. This meter is designed for pre 1970 ZW transformers. Meter is
new in the box C9.

385 MTH modern O gauge 50-1001 DCS / TIU set in original box. Includes DCS remote and TIU. Lightly used C8. Also 
includes TIU to legacy and TIU to TMCC cables. TIU is revision L.

386 MTH Railking modern O gauge SW-9 switcher with Protosound in OB. Road name is Chesapeake and Ohio, catalog
number is 30-2168-1. Loco features Protocouplers, electronic reverse and can motor. Also included is 30-2168-3 non
powered calf. Locos are C8 with run time.

387 MTH Railking modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio passenger cars including Madison set 306248-1, -2, -3, and -4 and 
streamlined set 30-6141 B, C, D,  6142 and E. Cars are all C8 with run time.

388 Lionel modern O gauge 36002 Phantom passenger car four pack in OB. Cars are C8 with run time.

389 K Line modern O gauge operating accessories including 21119 operating loading platform with car and 21395 Union 
Pacific operating paint shop with car. Accessories are layout used C8.

390 MTH Railking modern O gauge MTH Railroad Club passenger car set in original boxes. Seven cars include two 67693 
vista domes, 67691 baggage, three 67692 coaches, and 67694 observation. Cars are C8 with run time.

391 Lionel modern O gauge UPS items including 26827 archive operating boxcar and 34194 operating packaging station with
car. Items are layout used C8.

392 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas items including 28479 Early Era inspection vehicle with TMCC, 16470 Naughty and
Nice ore car two pack, 14258 North Pole passenger station, and 37957 deluxe Christmas house. Items are used in C8
condition.

393 Lionel modern O gauge Halloween items including 28695 0-6-0 docksider steam locomotive, 29231 boxcar, and 29619
tank car. Trains are C8 with run time.

394 Lionel modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio 28674 0-6-0 docksider steam locomotive pair in original boxes.
Locomotives are C8 with run time.

395 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas items including 28660 0-6-0 docksider, 28427 rotary snow plow, and 36515 North Pole
Central caboose. Items are C8 with run time, caboose box has some sun fading.

396 Lionel modern O gauge 14077 ZW Amp and Volt meter. This meter is designed for pre 1970 ZW transformers. Meter is
used and in C8 condition.

397 Lionel modern O gauge TMCC items including two 24130 Powermasters and two 12911 command bases. Layout used C8.

398 Lionel modern O gauge 18834 Chesapeake and Ohio SD-28 diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive features a horn
and is in C8 condition, box has moderate wear.

399 MTH Railking modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio streamlined passenger set including 30-6762 four car set, 6763
sleeper / diner set, 6764 coach, and 6765 vista dome. Cars are C8 with run time.

400 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1309-1 MTH Railroad Club 2-8-0 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.


